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Summary

• The authors derive nonparametric bounds for 
ATE in the presence of sample selection and 
Noncompliance
– On top of AIR (1996) assumptions, they introduce 

• Monotonicity of Selection in Treatment status (S in D)
• Mean dominance 

• They apply these bounds to evaluate the wage 
effects of the Job Corps (JC) program

• This is an important question, as wages (not only 
employment) are an important outcome in most 
programs



Job Corps Example

• Sample of 9090 individuals
• Randomization: Z
– Treatment group (Z=1): 5491

• 73.8% enrolled in JC (D=1) by week 208
• 60.7% employed (S=1) at week 208

– Control group (Z=0): 3599
• 4.4% enrolled in JC (D=1) by week 208 (Non Compliance)
• 56.6% employed (S=1) at week 208

• AIR(1996): LATE of D on S identified for compliers
• Sample Selection: Wage (Y) only observed if 

employed (S=1)



Object of interest

• Average Treatment Effect on wages for the 
compliers who would be employed regardless 
of treatment assignment (“Always 
employed”):

Δ = � �∗ 1 − �∗ 1 |���



Assumptions

• AIR (1996)
– A1: Random assignment

(Y*,S, D) independent of Z

– A2: Exclusion restriction
Z does not affect directly S or D

– A3: Non-zero effect of Z on D
– A4: Monotonicity of D(Z): No defiers

D(Z=1)≥D(Z=0) for every individual

• New assumptions:
– A5: Monotonicity  of S(D)

S(D=1) ≥S(D=0) for every individual
– A6: Mean dominance 

� � 1 |��� ≥ � � 1 |���



Results



Comments on A5

• A5: Monotonicity  of S(D)
S(D=1) ≥S(D=0) for every individual

– “It cannot be the case that is less employed as a result 
of joining JC”

– “No one can be negatively affected (in terms of 
employment)”

• Differences with A4 (D(Z=1)≥D(Z=0))
– Z is not a choice of the individual, D is a choice, an 

outcome
– S could be affected by factors not controlled by the 

individual (like labor market)
• It could happen that D(Z=1)<D(Z=0) for some individuals



Comments on A5

• Authors acknowledge individuals could be less 
employed as a result of enrollment:

– “Lock-in” effect (unemployed while being trained)

– Higher reservation wage

These should be short term effects

• Other possibilities (more long term):

– Training could increase skills in nonemployed
sectors: Voluntary work, marriage



Comments on A5

• In empirical application, important to 
understand why Hispanics showed negative 
effects of JC on employment and earnings

– Dropping Hispanics from sample might not be 
enough to guarantee validity of A5



Comments on A6

• A6: Mean dominance 
� � 1 |��� ≥ � � 1 |���

– “Mean � 1 of always-employed compliers is greater 
than or equal to that of those who would be employed 
only if they enrolled in JC.”

– Not clear what the intuition might be behind this 
assumption

– Shouldn’t � � 1 |��� be � �∗ 1 |��� ?
– Authors suggest evaluating baseline characteristics of 

these two strata, particularly baseline Y 
• Results for JC are not encouraging (though imprecisely 

estimated)





Additional comments
• Assumption A5: Implies assuming that program has an 

effect on D for all individuals
– Could be polemic to assume an effect for the program you 

are evaluating but
– This can be corroborated by estimating LATE on different 

subgroups
• Requires the ability to estimate LATE on different subgroups

– These are still mean comparisons, not necessarily enough 
to capture monotonicity for all individuals

• Is it possible to perform Montecarlo studies to quantify 
departures from the asumptions?

• Would it be possible to develop bounds if a fraction l
does not comply with A5?
– Or what value of l would bring the lower bound to zero?



Additional comments

• What does it mean to be “always employed”? Or 
“Employed only if in treatment group”?
– Is it an individual attribute?

– Employment is not only a function of  the 
characteristics of the individual

• Some difficulties with notation
– Y(1) refers to Y(D=1)

– S(1) refers to 
• S(Z=1)  in the definition of EE,NE, EN,NN

• S(D=1) in the definition of A5


